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STREAMLINE EXHIBITION STANDS
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Streamline contents will vary depending 
on the width of your stand

Place all the kit components on the floor in 
the area you are setting up the Streamline 
display.

Carefully remove wound graphics from 
inside the case.

Place the chrome inserts on top of the 
base and then screw the bottom 
sections of the poles into the bases.

Insert additional sections of the frame tubing 
into each base section. Ensure the magnetic 
tape faces the same direction on each pole 
section. The top sections have a grap 
between the magnetic tape and end of the 
pole.

All of your bases now have the support poles 
screwed in and secured. 

Attach the graphics by hooking them over the 
top section of the poles. Ensure the hook goes 
into the box section and the magnets lock the 
graphic in place.

Attach all panels onto the poles. Ensure you line any 
graphics so the joins are not visible.

Once all panels are in place, move the stand around to 
create various shapes and curves to suit your require-
ments.

Set up the poles and bases in the location 
and position as required. 
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Wheeled Graphics Drum from £59 Replacement Graphics from £68

 
Panel Spotlight from

 

£19.80 Monitor Stand from £65

Did you know about our other Streamline products?

 Portable storage case to store
 Streamline graphic panels.

2m High quality graphic display panels
Hook over graphic panel attachment system

Monitor Bracket conforms to VSA 50, 
75 & 100mm hole Patten

Display Panel Spot light, 50 watt mains spot light, 

Add printed Universal panels to create a 
Bespoke Streamline Stand



Removing Graphics From Case

Step 1
Locate the first
graphic panel as
indicated by the
polythene sleeve. 

Step 3
Lift the graphic
panel out slowly
making sure you
do not catch the
panel on the
remaining graphic
panels. 

Then follow the
assembly
instructions on
attaching the
graphic panels.

Step 4
The remaining
graphic panels are
shown in the
storage case. 

Follow steps 1 to 3
until all the graphic
panels have been
assembled.

Step 2
Coil the graphic
panel inwards,
with both hands.

Remove the panel
as shown in the
illustration.


